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I. Verbal Ability (75%) 

Select the best or most suitable answer and make an X over the letter on your answer sheet. 

Example: A B C D (if B is the best answer) 

 

Part 1: Vocabulary (Questions 1-10) 30% 

1. The Sixties were a _____ period in American history since many new, radical, and subversive events 

occurred and led to social revolution. 

(A) alternate (B) turbulent (C) suspicious (D) vulnerable 

2. Any couple suffering from infertility problems might consider _____ insemination to help them have 

children. 

(A) ascetic (B) artistic (C) assiduous (D) artificial 

3. The _____ of his music was hard on the ear. 

(A) dissidence (B) schism (C) discord (D) harmony 

4. The teenager accused of killing 17 people at a Florida high school on Wednesday has _____ to the 

shooting according to the police. 

(A) approved (B) confessed (C)mediated (D) discarded 

5. Internet addiction disorder refers to _____ Internet use that interferes with daily life. 

(A) constructive (B) effective (C) excessive (D)treacherous 

6. A weekend at the beach was a good _____ from her troubles. 

(A) stress (B) distraction (C) perplexity (D)transparency 

7. The waiter tried to _____ the furious customer.  

(A) enhance (B) soothe (C) revise (D) originate 

8. The football player was kicked in the leg, and the audience saw him limp off the field in_____. 

(A)vitality (B) agony (C) penetration (D)integrity 

9. That the invention and availability of new chemical pigments influenced the use of color in art is _____. 

(A)indisputable (B) irregular (C) inappropriate (D)ungrateful 

10. The cotemporary obsession with robots and automation more generally embodies the desire to save 

valuable time by _____ labor, freeing us for life’s important things. 

(A) negotiating (B) supervising (C) delegating (D)creating 
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Part 2: Cloze Test (Questions 11 to 25) 45% 

 

In the city of Kahramanmaras, a CNN team witnessed row after row of   11  buildings in the center 

of the city. Emergency services were seen on site, as well as multiple teams of private rescue groups 

from the local community, who    12    together to help dig out their loved ones. CNN affiliate 

CNN Turk also broadcast the rescue of a 14-year-old boy in Kahramanmaras live on air. He had a black 

eye but appeared to be   13   as rescuers carried him on a stretcher to a waiting ambulance. 

“Finally. He has been rescued,” said a CNN Turk reporter. 

While the boy’s rescue offers   14     hope that others will survive the freezing conditions, the death 

toll continues to climb as search teams navigate blocked roads,   15     infrastructure and violent 

aftershocks to reach the affected area. 

11. (A) flattening (B) flattens (C) flattened (D) had flattened 

12. (A) have united (B) uniting (C) reunion (D) were reunions 

13. (A) ambitious (B) hilarious (C) conscientious (D)conscious 

14. (A) a glimmer of (B) in view of (C) out of (D) a train of 

15. (A) damaging (B) are damaged (C)damage (D) damaged 

Mushrooms reproduce through    16    spores, visible as dust when they collect en masse. When the 

moisture, temperature, and nutrients are right, spores freed from a mushroom    17    into threads of 

cells called hyphae. As each hypha grows and branches, it forms connections with other hyphae from   

18    spores to create a mycelial mat,   19   matures, gathering nutrients and moisture. From 

mycelium, cells   20     to form a primordium—called “pinheads” or baby mushrooms by growers. 

Under optimal conditions, the transformation from spores to mycelium to mushroom can take just a few 

days. 

16. (A) microscopic (B) malicious (C) underground (D) diabolical 

17. (A) germinating (B) germinated (C) have germinated (D) germinate 

18. (A) competent (B) commotional (C) commentary (D) compatible 

19. (A) which (B) when (C) what (D) who 

20. (A) alleviate (B) accelerate (C) aggregate (D) accede 

There is a long list of animals Satan liked   21  as his attributes or as his companions. It included real 

animals like the bear, wild boar, wolf, cat, crow and owl, among many others, but also               

22  or imaginary animals like the asp, basilisk, and dragon, or again, half-human monsters like satyrs, 

centaurs, and sirens. They were all   23  animals scorned or condemned by medieval culture. 

Moreover, we can observe that this abundant bestiary   24  by animals with dark coats or plumage or 

by    25    animals; in both cases these were creatures that maintained privileged relationships with 

the color black. They were diabolical because their hair or feathers were black or because they lived in 

the darkness. 
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21 (A) incarnation (B) to be incarnated (C) incarnates (D) is incarnating 

22 (A) hybrid (B) hypocrite (C) hypochondriac (D) hijack 

23 (A) either or (B) by and by (C) on and off (D) in one way or another 

24 (A) dominating (B) was dominated (C) will dominate (D) is used to dominate 

25 (A) nocturnal (B) diurnal (C) omnivorous (D) endangered 

 

 

II. Writing (25%) 

Barack Obama once commented, “Focusing your life solely on making a buck shows a certain poverty of 

ambition. It asks too little of yourself. Because it’s only when you hitch your wagon to something larger than 

yourself that you realize your true potential.” In an essay to be read by an audience of educated adults, state 

whether you agree or disagree with Obama’s observation. Support your position with logical arguments and 

specific examples.  

 

 

 

 

※不可書寫個人姓名或任何足以識別身分之文字或符號 

 

 

 

 


